1.
Introduction. Hermitef has shown that a meromorphic function which satisfies periodicity relations of the form (1) F(z + 2co) = pF(z) 9 
F(z + 2«') = ix'F(z),
where oo'/oe^a+ib, &>0, and ju, JJL' are independent of z, maybe expressed in terms of the function v{z + X)
(2) G{z) = -±-L e*, <T{Z) <T (\) and its derivatives, in which X, p are suitably determined constants and <r(u) is the Weierstrass sigma function. In what follows we shall be concerned with the nature of the power series development! of (2) which we shall henceforth write in the form Doppeltperiodischen Funktionen, vol. 1, Fonctions Elliptiques, vol. 1, Chap. 7. where u, v are to be regarded as independent complex variables. For suitable selections of p, various expressions are obtained which are of importance in the applications. Thus, if p = -f(V) or x-f(V),the corresponding 3>(w, v) is fundamental in certain physical problems, as will be evident from even a cursory examination of the second volume of Halphen's treatise. For P = -*?/&>, (?? = r(^))> the function (3) is essentially the same as #i'&i(x+y)/ {&i(x)$i(y)}, which is of importance in some of the applications of doubly periodic functions to number theory.
It will be sufficient to treat in detail the case p =x -f (y) ; the results for the other cases mentioned being obtained on setting # = 0, x -Z(v), respectively, where this last is the zeta function of Hermite.* We find that, for this generic case, the expansion (3) in a power series in u has coefficients which are polynomials in x with elliptic functions of v as coefficients. As might be expected, these polynomials belong to the class of Appell polynomialst and can be constructed by recurrence. They will be shown to satisfy a certain linear differential equation.
The Generator <j>. The generator for the polynomials in question is the function (4) 4>= • / erxw, <r{u)<r(y)
which, as may be seen from the properties of the sigma function, has a power series expansion about the origin w = 0, of the form
It follows from the theory of Appell polynomials that the function
when expanded in a power series in u will have as the coeffi-* See Appell-Lacour, Fonctions Elliptiques, p. 27. f Appell, Sur une classe de polynômes. Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, 1880. cient of the general term a polynomial A n (x) which symbolically may be represented by (x+a) n , where a is the umbra of the sequence «i, a 2 , «3, • • • , a n , • • • . The binomial expansion for A n (x) is to be understood in the sense that the exponents of a are to be degraded into suffixes; thus, a k is to be replaced by a*.
It can be readily shown* that the generator <j> satisfies the Lamé differential equation
where %>(u) is the Weierstrass elliptic function.
3. The Function \p. It follows from (6) and (7) that the function \{/ satisfies the partial differential equations
We may assume that \p has a power series expansion of the form (io) * = -+ iiw*,*)- Halphen, vol. 1, p. 235 . In this connection it may not be out of place to point out a curious error which has crept into the literature. In a paper by E. Jahnke, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 112 (1893) , pp. 265-286, there are given several results concerning differential equations satisfied by doubly periodic functions of the second and third kinds. The last section of the paper (Third part, p. 282) is devoted to a study of certain differential identities due to Caspary (Journal de Mathématiques, (4), vol. 6, pp. 367-404), which give rise precisely to our generator <f> (u, v) . Apparently, Jahnke transcribed Caspary's function (see Caspary's paper, p. 403) erroneously and makes the statement that the function (f> (u, v) exp (-v£(u) ) satisfies our equation (7) as well as certain others derivable from it. This, however, is not the case, as may be readily seen. Jahnke's results are correct for our generator <j>(u, v) but are not true for the function
<T(U-\-V) -exp (-«$-(«0-«£(«))

<T(U) <r(v)
used by him. [December,
On substituting this expansion in (8), we obtain, as the result of equating the coefficients of like powers of u> the relation à A n (11) = nA n -h dx which verifies the fact that the A n (x, v) are Appell polynomials in x.
Next, if the development (10) is substituted in (9), and both sides of the equation are expressed as power series in u, we find on equating the coefficients of corresponding powers two recurrences on the A ni one being derived from the odd powers, the other from the even. However, if we define Ao = l f these two recurrences may be combined into the following one: 
If we let x = 0, then recurrence (12) gives a simpler means of calculating the coefficients ak in the generator 0. Moreover, if where Z(v) is the zeta function of Hermite, we obtain the coefficients in the development of
which in terms of the Jacobi theta functions is*
This function is of importance in the arithmetical applications.
The differential equation of which A n is a solution may be found readily by combining relations (11) we have, by (16), the partial differential equation satisfied by these polynomials, namely,
Moreover, it follows as a consequence of the identity
that the polynomials T n are expressible linearly in terms of the A n . In fact,
T n = A n + nl X)
where e(n) is zero or unity according as n is odd or even, b r +i/(2r + 3)l is the coefficient of the general power in the expansion of the sigma function about the origin,* and A a = 0 in case s<0. If in this result we set x = 0, we obtain a relation between the two umbras a and y.
5.
Conclusion. Other systems of Appell polynomials related to our A n , r w can be obtained from them by applying the processes indicated by Appell in his memoir, f In particular, the systems generated by the functions d k (/)/du k , d k %/du k may be readily found. Thus, the general Appell polynomial generated by the second of these is given by 
